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CaseStudy

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Medical Plan, Stop Loss and Rx 
Savings Result in Richer Benefits
Township realizes $1.25M reduction in healthcare costs

CLIENT

Public sector, township fire department with 222 employees

CHALLENGE

The client had a long-term relationship with their broker and medical/Rx insurance 
carrier.  Their renewals increased year after year due to large claimants on their 
plan and their broker was not helpful in helping the client contain these costs. 
Additionally, a complicated wellness strategy had been implemented in an attempt 
to manage costs with little success. 

The client sought a partner to help them identify effective strategies to provide 
the quality care the firefighters needed yet also cut costs so they could continue to 
afford the benefits offered. 

SOLUTION

Once engaged by the client, Apex benefits, financial and clinical strategists 
immediately identified areas of significant savings. First, the client had a $1,600,000 
million financial liability to the fact that their plan was underfunded. Second, high-
cost prescriptions were driving plan costs and accounted for more than one-quarter 
of their overall plan spend.

The Apex team also assessed that by moving to a different carrier the client could 
realize significant discounts. Also, with that carrier’s larger network, the plan 
members would have access to higher quality providers.
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RESULTS

By changing medical carriers, plan members were able to access a larger 
network with higher quality providers.

• Medical Plan Savings: Increased discounts from new vendors of 42 
to 50 percent resulted in savings of $740,000 annually.

The Apex Kinetiq Health team, comprised of financial and clinical 
analysts, observed the client had an overall $1,600,000 laser liability with 
their stop loss carrier.  The team used their expertise and leverage with 
carriers to reduce the liability. Apex also enhanced contract terms with a 
renewal cap to protect liability in future years. Overall this reduced their 
expected plan costs by 17 percent.

• Stop Loss Savings: Liability was reduced to $465,000, resulting in a 
potential reduced liability of over $1,100,000 annually.  

The Kinetiq Health Pharmacy Benefits Consulting team was able to 
outsource the Township’s pharmacy benefits to a more transparent 
Pharmacy Benefit Management (PBM) vendor with better discounts. 

• Rx Savings: Realized savings of $505,000 (including $15,000 per 
month for just one member) by:

• Moving 14 drugs from the medical plan to the pharmacy plan

• Increased pharmacy rebates

• Manufacturer assistance

• Patient advocacy programs

$1.25M SAVINGS ENABLE 
EMPLOYER TO ENRICH BENEFITS

With the savings achieved, 
the Township was able to 
implement a High Deductible 
Health Plan (HDHP) with a 
Health Savings Account (HSA)
and provide a substantial 
employer contribution to 
employee HSAs.

17%
Reduction in 
expected plan 
costs


